Sed4p functions as a positive regulator of Sar1p probably through inhibition of the GTPase activation by Sec23p.
Sar1p belongs to a unique subfamily of small GTPases and is essential for formation of the transport vesicles from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) that are destined to the Golgi apparatus. To understand how the GTPase cycle of Sar1p is regulated, we screened for multicopy suppressors of sar1 ts mutants and identified SED4. Although deletion of sed4 alone shows no growth defect, sar1 delta(sed4) double mutant cells are inviable. In the delta(sed4) background, the suppression activity of SAR1 towards sec12 and sec16 is lost. These observations suggest that SED4 is a very close partner of SAR1 and imply that Sed4p may act to increase the active Sar1p in the cell. Over-expression of SEC12 does not remedy the lethality of sar1 delta(sed4). The purified cytoplasmic domain of Sed4p does not show a guanine nucleotide exchange (GEF) activity toward Sar1p nor increase the GEF activity of Sec12p. On the contrary, over-expression of SED4 aggravates the ts growth of sec23 cells. The cytoplasmic domain of Sed4p weakly inhibits the GTPase-activating (GAP) activity of Sec23p toward Sar1p. In a microsome-based COPII binding assay, the binding of the GDP-form mutant Sar1p (D32G) is lower on the delta(sed4) microsomes than on the wild-type membranes. We propose a model that Sed4p counteracts the GAP action of Sec23p on to Sar1p.